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Get Personal 

Reflect on the last time you were on a website interested in a product/service and didn't buy. 
What went wrong? What stopped you from buying?

Have you ever had a TERRIBLE customer experience? What was the most frustrating part?

What have these personal experiences taught you? 

Post purchase: Reflect on your last purchase where the receiving the item made you feel 
underwhelmed. What stands out about it? 

Customer Experience affects your sales, customer rendition and ability sustain long term growth in 
your business. Let's start by drawing upon your personal experiences with brands you love or dislike. 



Get Personal Part Two 

What recently shopping experience was LIGHTENING fast for you? No brainer, you bought 
it! 

Describe an product unboxing / or service you received recently that made you feel special! 

What have these personal experiences taught you? 

What brands do you continue to shop with online? What is causing your loyalty? 

Now let's focus on GREAT brands that have wowed you and gone above and beyond to show you 
they care. What brands are making it EASY to say yes? 



USER EXPERIENCE AUDIT

These are questions to consider as you audit your current website and ensure the 
customer experience is excellent.  

1) Is there a clear CTA on my homepage of my website? 

2) Is my website crowded and making it difficult to find my products/services? 

3) Do I have free added value/content on my website to show my crediblility and commitment 

to the person who visits? 

4) Does my entire website match my brand guidelines? 

5) Are my photos edited similarly (same filter) 

6) Is the design of my site responsive? 

7) Is my site mobile friendly? 

8) Have I asked for feedback on my site to make sure it is easy to use and beautifully 

designed? (not just family/friends)

9) How many clicks does it take to get to the purchase? 

10) Do all my links work properly? (no 404 errors) 

 

WEB DESIGN

NOTES: 



USER EXPERIENCE AUDIT

These are questions to consider as you audit your current website and ensure the 
customer experience is excellent.  

1) Does my photography clearly showcase the product? How it looks and how it is used?  

2) Is my photography beautiful and compelling? Does it evoke emotion? 

3) Have I explained the WHY? Why we made it, why it is useful, why people love it. 

4) Have I explained the How? How we make it, how it is used, how it solves problems 

5) Have I explained the What? What it is? What exactly do you get when you buy? 

6) Do I have social proof or testimony on my site? 

7) Am I set up to grow in testimonies/reviews on my site I the future? 

8) Do I have a refund policy page? 

9) Do I have a Q&A page that explains shipping, and commonly wondered questions. 

10) Do I have an easy CTA to email, chat or reach out to get a prospects questions answered. 

11) Have I removed the risk for the prospect? 

12) Is my checkout process easy? Open to many payment options? 

 

PRODUCT/SERVICE PAGE

NOTES: 



USER EXPERIENCE AUDIT

These are questions to consider as you audit your current website and ensure the 
customer experience is excellent.  

1) Am I sending out an email to people who abandon their cart? 

2) Do I have automated emails that go out for order confirmation? Does it feel generic? 

3) Do I have automated emails that confirm delivery or follow up on the service I am providing? 

4) Do I have an automated email that asks them if everything is going ok with their purchase to 

get their honest feedback, improve my product or proactively fix a problem. 

5) How am I asking for the referral?

6) What is included in my product packaging? 

7) How am I providing more value than anyone else in the market? 

8) How am I asking them to share on social media? 

9) What is my process for handing customer service requests? 

10) What education and value and I providing post purchase? 

11) What is the next purchase/step for customers after they buy with me once?  

 

POST PURCHASE 

NOTES: 



GIVE IT AWAY
What value, help advice can I GIVE AWAY to prospective customers and current customers? We must give 

more than we promote. Take the time to brainstorm what you can give away to help fill the needs of others. 

Be sure to consider your brand value and brand voice as you dream in the space below! 



REWARD YOUR BEST CLIENTS
It's more expensive to find and secure new customers than it is to keep your existing ones! This is why it 

is so important to take care of our customers post purchase and keep them forever. How can you reward 

your best clients? 

Reward programs? 

Exclusive sales? 

Create a Jackpot? 

Bundles? 

Affiliate? Empower them to sell and earn commission. 

Use the space below to brainstorm how you want to reward your best clients. 



THINKING TIME 

If you could look into a crystal ball and ask it anything about your next launch what would you 
want to know? 

How can you turn these two answers above into A QUESTION to ask your customers? 

What are you biggest fears about releasing your next product? 

Consider creating a survey to get the answers you need! What questions can you ask in this 
survey to get more clarity around your product/sales/next launch. 


